TEAM ACTIVITIES LEAFLET
EAT4Change: Mobilising Youth for Sustainable Diets
You are the changemakers now!
Your team will mobilise youth in your school or peer community to adopt sustainable diets.
The steps described here will guide you through your journey, whether it is an action, a
campaign or a combination of both. It will give you the necessary structure to work your
magic! We can’t wait to see the results!

Where am I now?
team activity 1

The first task of the newly formed team is to record and understand
their peers’ dietary habits, discuss their priorities and attitudes
concerning their food choices, in particular their meat consumption.
60’ preparation
1-2 weeks survey time
60-120’ analysis of results

Overseen/supported by the
educator

Survey example

Team & school community

Science, Mathematics,
Computing, Citizenship

Survey time
The team will design a short survey like this one which they will then
circulate to their peers (class level, school level) either online or via
written questionnaires.
Pupils are encouraged to create their own survey, test it themselves
and use it as a tool to start raising awareness at school (The message
the survey will convey is that the food we choose to put on our plate
has a wider impact on the planet, not only on our health.)
The questionnaire should include both questions about dietary
choices, preferences, meat consumption, frequency etc as well as
questions about motivating factors. What is the profile of the average
student? What affects their choices? What obstacles would they see in
shifting towards more plan(e)(t based diets?

Analyse this
Once the team has collected the results of the survey it is time to
analyse them. The team will map the baseline and identify the trends
and problem areas. Current status of meat consumption should be
recorded as well as abidance to National Dietary Guidelines.
Analysis of the second part of the survey (motivating factors, obstacles
etc. will help the team decide on the actions and/or campaign means
and messages in the activities that follow.

Where do I want to go?
team activity 2

60’

Overseen/supported by the
educator

-

Shoot for the stars- or not
The team has to ask themselves: What do we want to achieve? What
are our targets? They should aim at a target that is within their
capabilities, yet they should not set their sight too low. It is perhaps
better to focus all their efforts on one specific course of action if they
believe they can make a difference there than spreading themselves
too thin in a large-scale multi-target campaign.
Although they won’t decide yet on the best course of action, they
should set their targets according to their resources (people, time,
money, permits etc).

Team & school community

Measuring up

Science, Citizenship

The team must then set some measurable targets (e.g. reach % of
pupils at school with our awareness campaign, post X messages in
school site/blog and reach Z students, achieve % reduction of meat
consumption in pupils’ snacks at school, achieve % increase in
sustainable snack choices in school’s canteen, etc.).
The team should make an informed decision depending on the
baseline results of their peer survey. One cannot aim for a full
vegetarian or vegan student body when the current vegetarians are
10% but they could aim for 50% increase of that number or for a 10-20
or 50% decrease of the meat consumption on school grounds.

How do I get there?
team activity 3

90’

Stormtroopers
Overseen/supported by the
educator
Brainstorming techniques
Evaluation techniques
Idea napkin technique

Team

Language, Citizenship

First, we diverge. The team engages in an ideation session, a
brainstorm of ideas on best ways to get from A (status quo, defined in
Team Activity 1) to B (team’s target defined in Team Activity 2). The
aim is to get as many ideas as possible written down, not criticize but
rather write all the crazy ideas, think outside the box, leave nothing
out and built on the ideas of others. See brainstorming techniques
here. From round robin to brainwriting and worst possible idea, the
team will definitely find a brainstorming method that suits them.

Separating the wheat from the chaff
Then we converge. The team now must cluster the similar or
complementary ideas together and evaluate them according to their
impact and feasibility. See evaluation techniques here.

Idea napkin (or rather tablecloth)
Now that the prominent idea has been selected it is time to analyse it,
explore it further, describe its steps. What specific need does it
address, what message does it convey, how will it work? Does the
team have all the capacity? Do they need allies or partners? What are
the means and ways of the action or campaign implementation? What
are the starting and end points?

Walk the talk!
team activity 4

30’

Overseen/supported by the
educator

-

Team

Setting personal targets
Before the team members try to convince others to change their
dietary habits they should start with their own. The team can make a
pact for 100% Mediterranean diet, MeatFreeMondays, halving their
weekly meat consumption or even going full vegetarian but each
member should decide on their own personal targets depending on
their present dietary habits, will and ambition.
We have to remember that each person can make a difference. We all
make important choices concerning food multiple times a day. Let’s be
part of the solution!
To make matters simple: It really matters what we put on our plate.
The most important advice is this: eat mainly vegetables, fruits,
legumes, cut down on meat and dairy products.

Citizenship

Taking a pledge
There are many ways to do this and personal choices and preferences
have to be respected. The team can make a unanimous pledge, the
team members can share their own pledge with the team or each
member can write it down in a piece of paper and put it in a team’s jar
to keep away from other eyes, yet know it is there. It is up to the team
to decide which path to take but before they embark on the
implementation of the campaign or action they should start with their
own personal contribution to the planet’s health.

Time to act!
team activity 5

Unknown depending on
action. Usually, 1 week to 1
month preparation and 1
day to several months
implementation.

Overseen/supported by the
educator
Anything from papers and
markers to digital platforms,
SoMe and Chef’s recipes

Team & school community

Roll up your sleeves!
Looking back at the steps and the plan of action they decided on in
Team Activity 3, the team members now take on the different tasks.
Depending on the plan of action there can be a content subteam, a
design subteam and a communication subteam for a campaign, or
different roles and positions for the action(s) planned. It will be the
most busy but also the most fulfilling time as now the ideas from the
napkins take form and become real.

Make it happen!
Computing, Citizenship

Preparation is over and the team implements the actions or rolls out
the campaign. Be careful to pick the perfect timing for the school
community and make the most of partnerships and collaborations.

If it’s not documented, it didn’t happen!
Photograph & videotape the actions, save the clippings, download the
google analytics. And don’t forget to upload your action in the ieat4change youth platform!

How did I do?
team activity 6

Bullseye?
The Team’s action or campaign has been implemented and now it’s
time to monitor the results and evaluate the impact.
Did it meet the targets set in Team Activity 2? Where the initial targets
well set or was the Team aiming too high?

Lessons learnt
60’ preparation
1-2 weeks survey time
60-120’ analysis of results

Overseen/supported by the
educator
Initial Survey (by Team)
New Survey (by Team)

Team & school community

Science, Language,
Computing, Citizenship

What went well and what didn’t? Did the Team learn anything in the
process? Can the action, campaign be adapted and repeated after the
necessary adjustments have taken place?
What were the lessons learnt? Can we apply them to other actions,
projects that we may undertake in the future? What have we learned
as a team and what as individuals? Share the lessons learnt with the
whole class.

Measuring up!
Go back to Team Activity 1 and study the results of the survey. Prepare
a new survey to measure the impact of the Team’s action/campaign.
Try to keep as many of the original questions/indicators as possible so
that the new survey provides you with immediate results. What is the
current status of meat consumption? Is it reduced compared to the
beginning of the project? What other trends have been recorded?
The team may decide to include questions to measure the awareness
and/or knowledge gained by the school community as a result of their
action/campaign and they might even wish to evaluate the specific
sub-actions, events, messages or comms material of their
action/campaign. Study the results and present the Team’s
action/campaign’s impact to the community.
The Team may also wish to gain more insights on the impact and
behaviour change. In that case qualitative semi-structured interviews
or focus groups are more appropriate than a questionnaire. They are
also more time consuming but the qualitative data will help the team
interpret the survey’s results.

Who would like to know?
team activity 7

60’ preparation
ongoing

Spreading the word
Overseen/supported by the
educator

i-eat4change platform

Team

Computing, Citizenship

The Team’s action/ campaign was hopefully a success. So why keep it a
secret? Find partners to scale it up, find ambassadors of the message
and the materials, spread the word to the whole school community
and beyond. Partner up with other schools, get the hood in the mood
and pass on the baton!

Disseminating results
There is no better way to convince people to try something than
showing them it actually works. Share the results of the Team’s
monitoring and evaluation, share the lessons learnt, make the school a
best practice example for the whole EAT4Change network and the ieat4change platform.

Networking
Now is the time to network with other teams from the same or
different schools, from the same or different countries. Exchanging
experiences, presenting best practices, hearing and sharing what
worked and what didn’t is the most valuable lesson. Networking is the
way to multiply each Team’s impact!

